
Philosophy of Attention: 
Wrapping up



Our two big questions
What is attention?

Epistemology

Why should we care about attention?

Metaphysics of attention

Moral philosophy

Philosophy of 
action

Metaphysics of 
mind

Social cognition

Metaphysics



Attention is not just a 
brain mechanism or a 
psychological function

Sebastian Watzl:



Attention is a brain 
mechanism:  

It is an input-
amplifier! 

Peter Fazekas & Bence Nanay:



Attention is something 
subjects do

Carolyn Dicey Jennings:



Attention patterns can 
inherit and transmit 
epistemic badness

Susanna Siegel:



Epistemic norms of 
attention should prescribe a 
balance between 
exploration and exploitation

Zach Irving:



MANNER OR
CONTENT-BASED

INSTRUMENTAL OR
NON-INSTRUMENTAL

NORMATIVE SOURCE: 
MORAL, PRUDENTIAL, 

OR EPISTEMIC

WATZL‘S
FRAMEWORK

Aim: Systematic investigation
of the normativity of 

attention

What aspects of attention can
be evaluated? 

Which value does attention have?

For which purpose should we establish an 
Ethics of Attention?

We need norms of 
attention!

Sebastian Watzl:



A virtuous moral 
character requires 
finding certain things 
attention-grabbing

Helen Yetter-Chappell & 
Richard Yetter-Chappell:



Morally relevant 
features of our 
environment can in fact 
capture our attention

Jonna Vance & Preston Werner:



But moral 
responsibility (and 
control over our 
actions) does not 
require attention

Carolyn Dicey Jennings:



Attention makes 
unique and irreducible 
contributions to our 
conscious (perceptual) 
experiences

Sebastian Watzl:



However, attention 
is not necessary for 
conscious 
experience

Carolyn Dicey Jennings:



Attending together 
with others might go 
beyond solo 
attention

Lucas Battich and Bart Geurts:



Controlling our 
attention gives us 
free will!

C.O. Evans:



Attention is top-
down causation at 
work

Grant Gillet and Sam Liu:



Expert and skilful 
performance 
requires attention  

Juan Pablo Bermudez:



Next steps
• If you gave a presentation in class:


➡ I’ll send you feedback within 2 
weeks


➡ Submit your written version by 
September 30th.

• If you are writing a final paper:


➡ Send me your outline by July 31st 

➡ You will get feedback within two 
weeks


➡ Submit your paper by September 
30th 



Next steps
• If you are writing a final paper:


➡ Send me your outline by July 31st 

➡ You will get feedback within two 
weeks


➡ Submit your paper by September 
30th 



Thank you for your 
attention! 


